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Accessory fashion is a trend which has been observed in IT branch for several years. Nowadays, apart from the practical aspects 
of facilities, consumers also consider their appearance and are more willing to buy original accessories matched to their equip-
ment. In response to growing market demand, we developed a new original line of CITY COLLECTION products focused on note-
book bags and tablet briefcases. 
  
Right at the preliminary designing stage we pay special attention to an interesting collection design which is to serve equipment 
personalization and make a certain collection distinguished by its unique, individual character. Therefore notebook bags and 
tablet briefcases have ceased to be offered only as computer accessories but they have become an original garment shown by the 
biggest world fashion houses every year. 

CITY COLLECTION is a journey through fashion styles and current trends respecting, at the same time, customers’ traditional 
taste and practical aspects of goods. The collection names were inspired by the greatest cities of the United States and Great 
Britain, as the cradle of sports elegance and university style. This way we wanted to add a modern, casual dimension to the col-
lection, adapted to municipal stylistics.

The entire collection was designed in such a way so that to satisfy the needs of the numerous group of customers who use mobile 
devices irrespective of earnings and age. Our offer is aimed at men and women alike as it is time for the products once considered 
as IT accessories to enter the fashion world meeting the needs of the most demanding customers. 

You are welcome to make a fashion sensational journey to the largest city centres!

Platinet S. A.

We’re future inspired!

Cit y Collection Platinet S.A . 
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London Collection

This smart LONDON collection set consists of a stylish 
black notebook case and bag. Both elements of the set are 
made of the 1680D top quality ballistic nylon fabric which is 
currently the toughest type of nylon available on the mar-
ket. Each piece of the set has a rigid frame and can be also 
purchased separately. The collection can be completed 
with an extra notebook bag with a soft frame.

An exceptionally capacious case provided with a remova-
ble handle and a four-wheel trolley bag mechanism. A 
solution of this type not only ensures fi rmness of the set 
but also protects the bottom of the case against destruc-
tion. The main compartment is divided into two parts with 
a separate sleeve dedicated for 15.6’’ notebooks as well as 
additional space to fi t up to 10.1’’ tablets.

Two additional front pockets the bigger of which is divided 
into three parts enabling easy access to documents and 
necessary belongings.

The London collection set is a perfect solution for those 
who travel a lot on business and appreciate quality and 
functionality.

Both the London case and the bag have been designed to 
use them as hand luggage on the plane. Both modules 
have double zips that can be padlocked and a zipper repair 
mechanism ensuring luggage security.

An alternative to the LONDON bag with a rigid frame is a 
twin product provided with soft sides. Just like in the case 
of the former model, this bag is equipped with numerous 
pockets with compartments dedicated to 13.6’’ notebooks 
and 10.1’’ tablets as well as metal double zips that can be 
padlocked. Both pieces are provided with elaborated de-
tails including a carrying handle, an adjustable resistant 
strap and a secure fastening handle.
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London Collection

London Collection Set

London Collection

 Case  Bag - Soft frame 

 Notebook bagLondon Collection Set

London Collection Plus

fi t up to 15.6” notebooks

4 x 360 degree rotated wheels
Outside dimensions:
41.5 x 38 x 23cm 
Notebook compartment:
38.5 x 27.5 x 3.9cm
Weight: 3.7kg
Fabric: 1680D ballistic nylon,
metal fi nish

fi t up to 15.6”notebooks

Outside dimensions:
43 x 33 x 10cm
Notebook compartment:
38.5 x 27.5 x 3.9 cm
Weight: 1.10 kg
Fabric: 1680D ballistic nylon,
metal fi nish
Strap for a telescoping handle.

 Backpack
Outside dimensions: 41 x 39 x 14 cm
Compartment: 38.5 x 27.5 x 3.9cm
Capacity: 25L
Strength up to 10 kg
Weight: 0.96 kg
Fabric: 1680D ballistic nylon,
metal fi nish

The inside compartment contains a 
notebook compartment and a tablet 
compartment. Two extra outside po-
ckets have a zip fastening, the bigger 
pocket has an additional compart-
ment with a zipper whereas the smal-
ler one is provided with an organizer.  

Available separately:
soft and hard frame

Notebook bag to fi t up to 15.6” 
notebooks
Outside dimensions:
42.5 x 32.5 x 9cm
Compartment: 38.5 x 27.5 x 3.9cm
Weight: 1.37 kg
Fabric: 1680D ballistic nylon, 
metal fi nish

Strap for a telescoping handle.



Str ipe Collection

STRIPE is a smart black bag with a subtle geome-
tric pattern and elegant metal fi nishes including 
zippers. Light and modern, fi ts most 16’’ notebo-
oks. Apart from a special pocket for a notebook 
there’s also a separate compartment to fi t up to 
10.1’’ tablets.

The STRIPE bag is provided with a number of po-
ckets, both front and inside ones, a moulded car-
rying handle as well as an adjustable shoulder 
strap. In the front of it there’s an additional zip-
ped pocket containing a business organizer for fi -
les, accessories, stationary, mobile and a wallet.

To ensure the high standard of security of your 
electronic equipment, the main compartment 
is strengthened with an additional fabric layer. 
Thanks to this the STRIPE collection is not only 
pretty smart but also practical and light.
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Str ipe Collection

Str ipe Collection

Notebook compartment dimensions: 
38.5 x 27.5 x 3.9cm
Outside dimensions: 39 x 29.5 x 5cm
Weight: 0.69 kg
Fabric: waterproof nylon, metal fi nish.

 Notebook bag for up to 16”
Strap for a telescoping handle. Main compart-
ment consisting of: tablet compartment up to 
10.1” and notebook compartment up to 15.6”. 
The front compartment contains an organizer 
and the back pocket has a velcro fastening.
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Bristol Notebook Bag

Bristol Notebook Bag

Notebook compartment: 41 x 30 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 43 x 33 x 6cm 
Weight: 0.76 kg 
Fabric: PU

Made from the best quality moisture- resistant materials. The 
spacious main compartment is divided into two inner pockets. 
The sleeve also has two outer pockets with Velcro fasteners, 
one outer zipper pocket and a convenient wrist strap. 

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156BB
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Egypt Notebook Bag

Egypt Notebook Bag

Notebook compartment: 41 x 30 x 7cm
Outside dimensions: 43 x 33 x 10 cm 
Weight: 1.37 kg 
Fabric: Nylon & PU 

High-quality and well-equipped notebook bag with several 
outer practical compartments. The bag has hard frame and 
the main compartment with a safety velcro-strapped sleeve 
and the protective air-pad. The bag has an adjustable shoulder 
strap, a convenient strap to fasten the bag to the case handle 
and protective, rubber feet.

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156BB
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Egypt Notebook Bag

Egypt Notebook Bag

Notebook compartment: 41 x 30 x 7cm
Outside dimensions: 43 x 33 x 10 cm 
Weight: 1.37 kg 
Fabric: Nylon & PU 

High-quality and well-equipped notebook bag with several 
outer practical compartments. The bag has hard frame and 
the main compartment with a safety velcro-strapped sleeve 
and the protective air-pad. The bag has an adjustable shoulder 
strap, a convenient strap to fasten the bag to the case handle 
and protective, rubber feet.

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156BB



Messenger Collection

The MASSENGER COLLECTION combines mo-
dern design and sports style.

Two colour versions are available in this collec-
tion, namely beige and orange as well as grey and 
blue. Both notebook bag versions have remarka-
ble colourful stitching in the front (gentle check) 
and a colourful shoulder strap to match the colo-
ur of a given version (orange or blue).

The MESSENGER is equipped with practical po-
ckets in the main compartment, including a no-
tebook sleeve to fi t up to 16’’ notebooks, 10.1’’ ta-
blets and a fi le compartment.

A fl ap has a big fi le pocket and a practical orga-
niser for accessories with a special Smartphone 
pocket.

Double zippers can be padlocked for safe travel-
ling and always match the contrasting colour of a 
given model: orange or blue. Both models have a 
practical grey lining and a strap to go with the co-
lour of zippers and stitching. On top of that, apart 
from a carrying handle the MESSENGER model 
has a back strap to hang on the bag handle.

PTO156MCB
PTO156MCG
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Messenger Collection

Messenger Collection

Notebook compartment: 38.5x27.5x3.9cm
Outside dimensions of the bag: 39x29.5x5cm
Colour versions: blue and orange
Weight: 0.69 kg
Fabric: waterproof nylon

The main compartment contains two pockets; one to fi t 
up to 10.1” tablets, the second for up to 16” notebooks. 
Both fastened with a velcro strap. In the outside fl ap a 
zipped pocket, inside an organizer with a mobile/ smart-
phone pocket. Each colour version has a reinforced fl ap, 
a trolley strap and an additional grip handle.

 Notebook bag for up to 16”
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Messenger Collection

Messenger Collection

Notebook compartment: 38.5x27.5x3.9cm
Outside dimensions of the bag: 39x29.5x5cm
Colour versions: blue and orange
Weight: 0.69 kg
Fabric: waterproof nylon

The main compartment contains two pockets; one to fi t 
up to 10.1” tablets, the second for up to 16” notebooks. 
Both fastened with a velcro strap. In the outside fl ap a 
zipped pocket, inside an organizer with a mobile/ smart-
phone pocket. Each colour version has a reinforced fl ap, 
a trolley strap and an additional grip handle.

 Notebook bag for up to 16”



Oxford Collection

The OXFORD bag is a perfect combination of an 
ultrabook and tablet bag. Undoubtedly, it is a 
fashionable accessory to go with your everyday 
outfi t, due to decorative elements made of eco 
leather.

Modern design is emphasised with unique colo-
urs – a smart combination of beige and black to 
contrast with an orange lining.

Inside there are pockets dedicated to mobile de-
vices. Here you can fi nd a spacious compartment 
for an ultrabook, a separate one for a tablet and 
a Smartphone. Under a velcro fl ap there’s also a 
slightly smaller organiser pocket. The fi nal com-
pletion is a black adjustable shoulder strap and 
metal fi nishes with a perfectly matched faste-
ning.

A strengthened construction makes the OXFORD 
bag an exceptionally resistant and fashionable 
accessory for each outfi t. The bag is dedicated to 
the group of young customers, not only university 
students, who value high functionality and mo-
dern style.
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Oxford Collection

Oxford Collection

Outside dimensions of the bag:
36 x 32 x 10 cm
Weight: 0.75 kg
Fabric: PU nylon, eco leather,
metal fi nish

Main compartment with a velcro fl ap contains a compartment to 
fi t up to 10.1” tablets and up to 13.3” ultrabooks and a smartpho-
ne pocket for up to 4’’ or a power bank. Pockets for a tablet and 
smartphone are coated with plush fabric. The bag is also provided 
with an organizer and adjustable shoulder strap.

 Notebook bag for tablets 10.1” and ultrabooks 13.3”



M anchester Collection

The MANCHESTER backpack is a product of a ty-
pically sports character and is a perfect solution 
for those who don’t like carrying notebook bags 
in hand and need a practical alternative of bigger 
capacity. MANCHESTER (25L) is an exceptionally 
resistant product of top quality. 

The jacquard fabric forms an interesting rough 
structure and the whole is in a universal black 
colour with gentle yellow geometrical stitching in 
the front.

The backpack is provided with six pockets en-
suring perfect organisation to even the most 
demanding users. The main compartment consi-
sts of as many as four pockets including a velcro 
strapped sleeve for 15.6’’ notebooks, 10.1’’ tablets 
or up to 13.6’’ ultrabooks. An additional separa-
tor is intended for A4 format documents. 

The smaller front pocket contains a practical or-
ganiser and a zipped pocket. Compressing straps 
fi nished with black buckles complete this sports 
design. 
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M anchester Collection

M anchester Collection

Outside dimensions: 48 x 34 x 19 cm
Weight: 0.85 kg
Capacity: 25L
Fabric: jacquard weave,
waterproof nylon

Inside a pocket to fi t up to 15.6” notebooks and a tablet com-
partment to fi t up to 10.1”.  An exceptionally strong carrier sys-
tem including  an adjustable chest strap and moulded shoul-
der straps. Another convenience are compressing straps for 
an outside pocket which contains an organizer and a zipped 
compartment.

 Backpack for up to 15.6” notebooks
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Ely Notebook Bag

Ely Notebook Bag

Notebook compartment: 40 x 30.5 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 43 x 34 x 9cm 
Weight: 0.82 kg  
Fabric: Nylon & PU 

Numerous compartments and elegant design. The spacious 
main compartment is equipped with several practical pockets 
and a special pocket to fi t up to a 10.1” tablet PC. The bag has 
double zippers, metal handles, an adjustable shoulder strap 
and comfortable, eco leather handle. Convenient strap to fa-
sten the bag to the case handle. 

 Notebook bag 15.6”

PTO156EB
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Ely Notebook Bag

Ely Notebook Bag

Notebook compartment: 40 x 30.5 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 43 x 34 x 9cm 
Weight: 0.82 kg  
Fabric: Nylon & PU 

Numerous compartments and elegant design. The spacious 
main compartment is equipped with several practical pockets 
and a special pocket to fi t up to a 10.1” tablet PC. The bag has 
double zippers, metal handles, an adjustable shoulder strap 
and comfortable, eco leather handle. Convenient strap to fa-
sten the bag to the case handle. 

 Notebook bag 15.6”

PTO156EB
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Notebook compartment: 40 x 29.5 x 5cm
Outside dimensions: 44.5 x 34 x 6.5cm
Weight: 0.87 kg 
Fabric: 600D Polyester+ PU

Classic, comfortable and light bag. There is a front compart-
ment with a  velcro fl ap. The bag’s main compartment has 
a  hard frame a  safety velcro strapped sleeve and an addi-
tional, freely-adjustable soft baffl e and inner pocket. The 
bag provides strap to fasten the bag to the case handle, an 
adjustable shoulder strap and rubber. 

 Notebook bag 16”

Generosit y Notebook Bag

Generosit y Notebook Bag
PTO16BG



Ca mbridge Collection

The CAMBRIGE bag is a perfect combination of a 
university style and casual elegance. Black with 
a white blend pattern, not too many accessories, 
charms with its severity.

The SMART BAGS bag has zipped pockets for ac-
cessories with magnetic snap-fasteners. Inside 
numerous pockets lined with a soft plush fabric 
you can fi nd smaller pockets for a Smartphone, 
powerbank, headset or notebook or tablet char-
ger.

The zip through middle compartment is designed 
for documents whereas the remaining compart-
ments are side-zipped and marked with small 
batches corresponding to concrete electronic 
devices. An exceptional construction advantage 
is a back pocket with magnetic snap-fasteners 
which after unfastening transforms the pocket 
into a trolley handle.

The CAMBRIGE bag is also provided with ‘hide-
able’ handles for the shoulder strap which after 
hiding in relevant tunnels make the CAMBRIGE 
bag a handy briefcase.
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Ca mbridge Collection

Ca mbridge Collection

Compartment for 13.3” notebook
Outside dimensions of the bag:
37 x 28 x 5.5 cm
Weight: 0.9 kg
Fabric: polyester

Three large compartments, two outside pockets lined with 
plush fabric and a pocket for a magnetic fastened pocket for a 
headset. At the front a smartphone pocket, at the back a trol-
ley strap which can be also used as an extra pocket. Hideable 
shoulder strap handles.  

 Bag to fi t up to 13.3” notebooks



Stone Collection

The STONE collection notebook bag is a truly 
sports elegance.

Available in the combination of two grey shades 
– the light and the dark grey set in non-standard 
colour combination. The jacquard fabric makes 
an interesting rough structure on the surface 
whereas numerous pockets, both inside and out-
side ones, enable prompt organisation of all ne-
cessary materials.

Fits most 15.6’’ notebooks, proves useful also for 
slightly smaller devices which can be secured 
with a velcro strap.

Next to the notebook compartment there’s a 
sleeve dedicated for documents. An exceptional 
character of the STONE bag is emphasised by a 
moulded resistant carrying handle.
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Stone Collection

Stone Collection

Outside dimensions of the bag: 
37 x 28 x 5.5 cm
Weight: 0.9 kg
Fabric: polyester

Numerous inside and outside pockets facilitate storage 
of devices and accessories. Besides, useful for smaller 
electronic devices which can be secured with a velcro fa-
stened strap.  

 Bag to fi t up to 15.6” notebooks
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L ancaster Notebook Bag 

L ancaster Notebook Bag 

Notebook compartment: 39 x 27.5 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 40 x 28 x 7cm
Weight: 0.85 kg
Fabric: PU 

The elegant and high-quality bag. The bag has the front 
and the back compartments with magnetic lock. The spa-
cious zipped main compartment is equipped with several 
practical pockets and organizer. The larger pocket which 
is for a notebook, has a safety velcro-strapped sleeve. 
The bag has an adjustable shoulder strap.

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156L
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L ancaster Notebook Bag 

L ancaster Notebook Bag 

Notebook compartment: 39 x 27.5 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 40 x 28 x 7cm
Weight: 0.85 kg
Fabric: PU 

The elegant and high-quality bag. The bag has the front 
and the back compartments with magnetic lock. The spa-
cious zipped main compartment is equipped with several 
practical pockets and organizer. The larger pocket which 
is for a notebook, has a safety velcro-strapped sleeve. 
The bag has an adjustable shoulder strap.

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156L
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Notebook compartment: 38 x 30 x 5.5cm 
Outside dimensions: 42 x 36 x 7cm  
Weight: 0.78 kg  
Fabric: PU

The high-quality and comfortable bag with several compart-
ments. The bag has hard frame and the main compartment with 
a safety velcro-strapped sleeve, freely-adjustable soft baffl e 
and the protective air-pad. The bag has an adjustable shoulder 
strap, a convenient strap to fasten the bag to the case handle 
and protective and rubber feet.

 Notebook bag 15.6”

Lincoln Notebook Bag 

Lincoln Notebook Bag 
PTO156L



Liverpool Collection

The LIVERPOOL collection notebook bag is a 
model comprising the essence of good taste.

Available in fashionable and very female red co-
lour as well as classical smart black.

The LIVERPOOL model is equipped with two au-
tonomic big pockets with an easy reach thanks 
to metal zips at the top. Each of the compart-
ments may hold A4 format documents. One of 
them is provided with a sleeve dedicated for up 
to 15.6’’ notebooks with a velcro safety strap.

The bag in two colour versions has an additional 
front zipped pocket with a strap under zip to fa-
sten to the case. Smart design is completed with 
a black resistant shoulder strap.
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Liverpool Collection

Liverpool Collection

Compartment to fi t up to 15.6”notebooks 
Outside dimensions: 37 x 28 x 5.5 cm
Colour versions: red, black
Weight: 0.9 kg
Fabric: polyester

Two big pockets with metal zippers. Each of the inside 
velcro fastened compartments may hold documents for 
up to A4 format. An additional outside zipped pocket. The 
bag is also provided with a luggage fastening strap and a 
black shoulder strap.  

 Bag to fi t up to 15.6” notebooks



York Collection

The YORK collection notebook bags are mainly 
distinguished by their light form and universal 
application.

Simple elegant design available in four colours: 
black, red, grey and purple makes every fashion 
lover fi nd a model to meet individual preferences 
in terms of colour and style. The black model ad-
ditionally provided with soft white stitching.

All colours of the YORK model are provided with 
two spacious velcro zipped side pockets to fi t all 
necessary documents and a smaller vertically 
zipped pocket. The main zipped compartment 
fi ts 15.6’’notebooks.

The YORK model is distinguished by its unusual 
slender design, light form and elegance. Impor-
tant advantages of the YORK model are double 
metal fasteners provided with special rings to 
fasten a small travel padlock.

In the back there’s a convenient strap to fasten 
the bag to the case handle.
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York Collection

York Collection

Outside dimensions of the bag:
37 x 28 x 5.5 cm
Colour versions: black, red, grey, violet
Weight: 0.9 kg
Fabric: polyester

Three large compartments. The front one provided with 
an additional vertically zipped side pocket. The second 
compartment is really spacious and may hold A4 format 
documents while the third one has a velcro fastening. The 
bag is provided with a trolley strap.   

 Bag to fi t up to 15.6” notebooks
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Salford Notebook Bag 

Salford Notebook Bag 

Notebook compartment: 39 x 28.2 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 42 x 36 x 7cm 
Weight: 0.78 kg 
Fabric: Nylon & PU

The comfortable bag with several pockets perfect for docu-
ments and small items. The bag has a hard frame surround-
ing main compartment, a safety velcro strapped sleeve and an 
additional, freely adjustable soft baffl e. The bag provides an 
adjustable shoulder strap and strap to fasten the bag to the 
case handle.

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156SB
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Salford Notebook Bag 

Salford Notebook Bag 

Notebook compartment: 39 x 28.2 x 5cm 
Outside dimensions: 42 x 36 x 7cm 
Weight: 0.78 kg 
Fabric: Nylon & PU

The comfortable bag with several pockets perfect for docu-
ments and small items. The bag has a hard frame surround-
ing main compartment, a safety velcro strapped sleeve and an 
additional, freely adjustable soft baffl e. The bag provides an 
adjustable shoulder strap and strap to fasten the bag to the 
case handle.

 Notebook bag 15.6” 

PTO156SB
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Fiesta Toledo Notebook Bag 

Fiesta Toledo Notebook Bag 

Notebook compartment: 39 x 29 x 7.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 42 x 33 x 9 cm
Weight: 0.84 kg 
Fabric: PU

Classic and comfortable notebook bag. The front of the bag has 
a compartment with a velcro fl ap. The hard frame surrounding 
bag’s main compartment has a safety velcro-strapped sleeve 
and an inner pocket. The bag has an additional back narrow 
compartment and an adjustable shoulder strap. The kit in-
cludes a computer mouse.

 Notebook bag 15.6” with mouse 

PTO156T



Preston Collection

Another bag of our collection dedicated for no-
tebooks and tablets. PRESTON is an exceptional 
model combining the sports design element with 
the highest quality workmanship. In a modern 
bag convention and the PRESTON style, and in 
universal grey colours comprises a perfect ac-
cessory for a casual outfi t.

The bag fl ap with a velcro fastening is provided 
with a front pocket with a metal zip. After unzip-
ping reveals a real abundance of organiser po-
ckets with a special compartment for your Smart-
phone, credit cards and ball pens. The back wall 
of the organiser provides an extra zipped pocket 
which can hold bigger accessories.

The main compartment is secured with a two 
way zipper with special loops to fasten a travel 
padlock. Inside the bag you can see three com-
partments of the same size, one of which is lined 
with a thicker protective layer to provide a device 
with better protection during carriage and has an 
extra velcro strap. The remaining compartments 
are separated with a thinner protective fabric 
with a distant pocket with a velcro fastening.

The whole is completed with a comfortable sho-
ulder strap which is sewn directly into the bag so 
that to enhance protection.



PTO102P
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Preston Collection

Preston Collection

Dimensions of notebook pocket:
19.5 x 27.6 x 3.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 22.5 x 31.5 x 6.2 cm
Weight: 0.49 kg
Fabric: nylon, metal fi nish

The main compartment is divided in two velcro fa-
stened pockets. Under the fl ap an organizer with an 
extra inside pocket for a smartphone or powerbank. 
On the fl ap there is a zipped pocket. At the back an 
additional velcro fastened pocket.

  Bag to fi t up to 11.6” ultrabooks and 10.1” tablets

33www.platinet.eu
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Philadelphia Collection

Notebook compartment: 35.5 x 36 x 1cm 
Outside dimensions: 36 x 37 x 1cm 
Color versions: red, orange, blue,
green, black and brown
Weight: 0.34 kg 
Fabric: PU & eco leather

An elegant line of protective bags to fi t 13.3” notebooks. The 
main zipped compartment with double metal fasteners is 
lined with a soft material. There is an additional front zipped 
pocket which can hold documents and small  accessories. The 
bag also offers a well-designed, molded carrying handle. The 
bag is made of eco leather. 

 Notebook bag 13.3”

Philadelphia Collection 

PTO133PBL 
PTO133PBR 

PTO133PB

PTO133PO

PTO133PR
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Philadelphia Collection

Notebook compartment: 35.5 x 36 x 1cm 
Outside dimensions: 36 x 37 x 1cm 
Color versions: red, orange, blue,
green, black and brown
Weight: 0.34 kg 
Fabric: PU & eco leather

An elegant line of protective bags to fi t 13.3” notebooks. The 
main zipped compartment with double metal fasteners is 
lined with a soft material. There is an additional front zipped 
pocket which can hold documents and small  accessories. The 
bag also offers a well-designed, molded carrying handle. The 
bag is made of eco leather. 

 Notebook bag 13.3”

Philadelphia Collection 

PTO133PBL 
PTO133PBR 

PTO133PB

PTO133PO

PTO133PR
9.7”-10.1”

new

new
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Inside dimensions: 27 x 21.5 x 1 cm 
Outside dimensions: 26 x 20 x 1 cm 
Color versions: red, orange, blue, 
black and brown
Weight: 0.21 kg
Fabric: PU

The unique briefcase design highlights a Velcro fastener 
fl ap. The spacious inner pocket is fi nished with a soft lin-
ing. The briefcase also has an extra outer zipper pocket 
which can hold small accessories. The sleeve is made of 
the best quality moisture-resistant material.

 Tablet briefcase 9.7”-10.1” 

Philadelphia Collection 

Philadelphia Collection

PTO10PO
PTO10PR

PTO10PBL

PTO10PB

PTO10PBR
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Tek sas Collection

The TEXAS collection refers to current trends 
promoting denim on the world’s greatest ca-
twalks.

The collection consists of two versions of a de-
nim briefcase for 7’’ and 9.7-10.1’’ tablets availa-
ble in light blue and blue.

The TEXAS blue denim briefcase is fi nished with 
a brown lining whereas the light blue denim one 
has a grey lining inside. Both versions have a vel-
cro fastening while the whole is fi nished with di-
stinctive orange straps made of eco leather.

The TEXAS briefcase can be used not only to pro-
tect a tablet but also as a fashionable garment of 
every outfi t or even an original clutch handbag for 
ladies appreciating a cowgirl style.



PTO10TB

PTO7TB PTO7TLB

PTO10TLB
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Tek sas Collection

Tek sas Collection

 7” Tablet Briefcase  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets
Inside dimensions: 21 x 13 x 1 cm
Outside dimensions: 22 x 14 x 2 cm
Colour versions: blue denim (brown lining),
light blue denim (grey lining)
Weight 0.1 kg
Fabric: denim, eco leather
Velcro fastened briefcase.

Inside dimensions: 25 x 18 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 26.5 x 18.5 x 2 cm
Colour versions: blue denim (brown lining),
light blue denim (grey lining)
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: denim, eco leather
Velcro fastened briefcase.
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M anhattan Collection

The MANHATTAN COLLECTION is the latest 
Smart Covers series dedicated for iPad2 and iPad 
3 Apple tablets.

A briefcase available in two classical colours that 
is grey and white perfectly goes with the devices 
for which it is dedicated. This is thanks to a pad 
made of hard plastic which fi ts close to a device, 
not limiting its functionality. Camera openings 
and navigation buttons facilitate using an iPad.

A perfectly made Smart Cover owes its name 
to an intelligent waking function after opening a 
briefcase and hibernating a tablet after closing. 
Such a solution not only enables economical 
electricity management but also signifi cantly 
extends battery work.

Smart Cover MANHATTAN is provided with one 
more interesting function – STAND enabling to 
stand a tablet and comfortably watch fi lms or 
photos or make presentations.



PTOIPMG
PTOIPMV
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M anhattan Collection

M anhattan Collection

 Briefcase for iPad2 and iPad3
Dimensions of iPad compartment:
24.1 x 18.5 x 0.88 cm
Outside dimensions: 24.3 x 18.7 x 1 cm
Weight: 0.19 kg

SMART COVER – automatic hibernation of your 
tablet after closing a briefcase and automatic 
wakening upon opening. The STAND functions 
enables to stand your iPad.

iPad
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Suitable for: iPad 2/3/4
Product size: 
24.1 x 18.5 x 0.3 cm
Color versions: black, gray
Weight: 0.24 kg

Suitable for: iPad Mini
Product size: 
20 x 13.5 x 0.3 cm
Color versions: black, gray
Weight: 0.16 kg

The Smart cover function hibernates the device after 
closing and puts it on standby after it is opened. The 
Smart Cover can be folded and turned into a stand for 
reading, watching videos and typing. A soft microfi ber 
lining keeps the screen clean. The overlay fi ts the iPad or 
iPad Mini well due to inside magnets.overlay fi ts the iPad 
or iPad Mini well due to inside magnets.

 iPad smart cover   iPad Mini smart cover  

Brooklyn Collection

Brooklyn Collection

PTOIPSCBB 

 PTOIPMSCBG
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iPad
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Suitable for: iPad 2/3/4
Product size: 
24.1 x 18.5 x 0.3 cm
Color versions: black, gray
Weight: 0.24 kg

Suitable for: iPad Mini
Product size: 
20 x 13.5 x 0.3 cm
Color versions: black, gray
Weight: 0.16 kg

The Smart cover function hibernates the device after 
closing and puts it on standby after it is opened. The 
Smart Cover can be folded and turned into a stand for 
reading, watching videos and typing. A soft microfi ber 
lining keeps the screen clean. The overlay fi ts the iPad or 
iPad Mini well due to inside magnets.overlay fi ts the iPad 
or iPad Mini well due to inside magnets.

 iPad smart cover   iPad Mini smart cover  

Brooklyn Collection

Brooklyn Collection

PTOIPSCBB 

 PTOIPMSCBG

iPad

new

new
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Suitable for: iPad 2/3/4
Outside dimensions: 25/4 x 20 x 2 cm
Color versions: black, gray and blue 
Weight: 0.325 kg
Fabric: PU

It allows you to use all functions of the device. Four plastic 
handles provide a good fi t and excellent protection for the 
iPad. Made of high quality PU which keeps the iPad’s screen 
clean. The stand function is a very convenient solution for 
everyday use.

 iPad cover 

Queens Collection 

Queens Collection

PTOIPQB  

PTOIPQBL     
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M aine Collection

Suitable for iPad Mini 
Outside dimensions: 20.5 x 14.2 x 1.7 cm
Color versions: black, gray, blue, brown
Weight: 0.19 kg
Fabric: PU 

The case has an interesting patch-pattern. Perfect fi t for iPad 
and provides excellent protection. The smart cover function hi-
bernates the device after closing and puts it on standby after 
opening it. The stand function is a very convenient solution for 
everyday use.

 iPad Mini case 

M aine Collection 

PTOIPMMBL 

PTOIPMMG 

PTOIPMMB 

PTOIPMMBR 

7” 8” 10” 

new

new
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Sa msung Gala x y Tab Case 

Outside dimensions: 
24.5 x 17.9 x 1.8 cm
Color version: black-orange
Weight: 0.32 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Outside dimensions: 
19.6 x 12.8 x 1.8 cm
Color version: black-orange
Weight: 0.18 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip

Outside dimensions: 
21.1 x 13 x 1.8
Color version: black
Weight: 0.21 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

High- quality, damage resistant material fi ts the device perfectly and provides excellent protection. The case 
closes with a magnetic outer strip and has holes for the camera and buttons. Additional inner pockets for busi-
ness and credit cards. The stand function is a very convenient solution for everyday use.

 Suitable for: 
 Samsung Galaxy Tab 3.0 10”

 Suitable for: 
 Samsung Galaxy Tab 3.0 7”

 Suitable for: 
 Samsung Galaxy Tab 3.0 8”

Sa msung Gala x y Tab Case 

PTOSG3010  

  PTOSG308

PTOSG307  
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7” 8” 10” 

new

new
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Sa msung Gala x y Tab Case 

Outside dimensions: 
24.5 x 17.9 x 1.8 cm
Color version: black-orange
Weight: 0.32 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Outside dimensions: 
19.6 x 12.8 x 1.8 cm
Color version: black-orange
Weight: 0.18 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip

Outside dimensions: 
21.1 x 13 x 1.8
Color version: black
Weight: 0.21 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

High- quality, damage resistant material fi ts the device perfectly and provides excellent protection. The case 
closes with a magnetic outer strip and has holes for the camera and buttons. Additional inner pockets for busi-
ness and credit cards. The stand function is a very convenient solution for everyday use.

 Suitable for: 
 Samsung Galaxy Tab 3.0 10”

 Suitable for: 
 Samsung Galaxy Tab 3.0 7”

 Suitable for: 
 Samsung Galaxy Tab 3.0 8”

Sa msung Gala x y Tab Case 

PTOSG3010  

  PTOSG308

PTOSG307  
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Sa msung Gala x y S4 Case

Outside dimensions: 13.8 x 7.5 x 1.1 cm
Color: black-gray  
Weight: 0.052 kg
Fabric: PU  

Perfect fi t to the smartphone and provide an excel-
lent protection. Very light, don’t enlarge the phone. 
Due to holes for bottoms and the camera allows you 
to use all of its features. 

 Smartphone case 

Sa msung Gala x y S4 Back Case 
PTOSGS4MG    
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Sa msung Gala x y S4 Case

Sa msung Gala x y S4 Case

Outside dimensions: 14 x 8.1 x 1.5 cm
Weight: 0.08 kg
Color versions: black, white
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

High-quality, damage resistant material fi ts the smart-
phone perfectly and provide excellent protection. Allows 
you to use all smartphone functions. The case closed us-
ing a magnetic outer strip. The stand function is a very 
convenient solution for everyday use.

 Smartphone case 

PTOSGS4LB    

PTOSGS4LW 

Galaxy S4

new

new
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Sa msung Gala x y S4 Case

Outside dimensions: 13.8 x 7.5 x 1.1 cm
Color: black-gray  
Weight: 0.052 kg
Fabric: PU  

Perfect fi t to the smartphone and provide an excel-
lent protection. Very light, don’t enlarge the phone. 
Due to holes for bottoms and the camera allows you 
to use all of its features. 

 Smartphone case 

Sa msung Gala x y S4 Back Case 
PTOSGS4MG    
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Sm artphone Sport Cover

Sm artphone Sport Cover

Outside dimensions: 44.5 x 13.7 x 1 cm
Color versions: black, blue, red, 
green, grey
Weight: 0.046 kg
Fabric: PU 

Slim line and lightweight product. Good protection for your 
device during sport activities. Velcro closure, fl exible neo-
prene material with adjustable band that provides a com-
fortable fi t. Refl ective material is perfect for night time 
use. The cover has a special key-pocket. 

 Smartphone cover for arm

POSGR 

POSB

POSG 

POSBL 

POSR 
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Sm artphone Sport Cover

Sm artphone Sport Cover

Outside dimensions: 44.5 x 13.7 x 1 cm
Color versions: black, blue, red, 
green, grey
Weight: 0.046 kg
Fabric: PU 

Slim line and lightweight product. Good protection for your 
device during sport activities. Velcro closure, fl exible neo-
prene material with adjustable band that provides a com-
fortable fi t. Refl ective material is perfect for night time 
use. The cover has a special key-pocket. 

 Smartphone cover for arm

POSGR 

POSB

POSG 

POSBL 

POSR 

Smartphone

new

new
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Univer sal Sm artphone Sleeve

Product size: 16 x 10 x 2 cm
Color versions: black, blue
Weight: 0.065 kg
Fabric: PU

High-quality material provides excellent 
protection for your phone. The sleeve has a 
metal zipper and convenient wrist strap

 Smartphone sleeve 

Universal Smartphone Sleeve  

PTOPCB

PTOPCBL
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florida Collection

The FLORIDA collection is a line of protective 
briefcases to fi t 7’’ and 9.7-10.1’’ tablets availa-
ble in exceptionally bright and trendy colours like 
pink, blue, green and some gentle ones such as 
black and grey.

Due to an air-pad fabric each model is provided 
inside with grey air pockets ensuring currently 
the most reliable protection to a mobile device. 
As the briefcase is reinforced with two corner 
rubbers giving a balance to a tablet during car-
riage we have achieved the top quality security 
provided to electronic equipment.

A unique construction of a profi led fabric inside 
the briefcase and a zip fastening provide perfect 
security in any conditions, protecting a tablet 
against scratching, destruction, getting dirty or 
even falling.

The use of an air-pad fabric helped reduce the di-
mensions of a cover and made it easy to place it 
in a handbag.



PTO10FBL
PTO7FBL

PTO10FG
PTO7FG 

PTO10FB
PTO7FB 

PTO7FP
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florida Collection

florida Collection

 Briefcase to fi t 7” tablets  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets
Inside dimensions: 19 x 12.5 x 2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm
Colour versions: black, blue, green, red, grey, pink
Weight: 0.09 kg
Fabric: neoprene, air-pad foam
Inside: two corner rubbers to give
balance to your tablet.

Inside dimensions: 27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 21 x 2 cm
Colour versions: black, blue, green, red, grey, pink
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: neoprene, air-pad foam
Inside: two corner rubbers to give balance
to your tablet.
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Ohio Collection

The OHIO collection is a line of waterproof brief-
cases to fi t 7’’ and 9.7-10.1’’ tablets. Available in 
two colour versions, that is grey and brown as 
well as blue, decorated with a subtle melange 
print providing a remarkable character.

Very light and simple OHIO briefcases are lined 
inside with a thin plush fabric protecting a tablet 
against any mechanical damage. Thanks to the 
top quality nylon fabric of which the briefcases 
are made, they are water-resistant. Apart from a 
tablet compartment each model also has a smal-
ler front pocket to hold minor accessories.

Trendy and original design makes the OHIO col-
lection a perfect garment.



PTO10OB

PTO10OG

PTO7OB

PTO7OG
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Ohio Collection

Ohio Collection

 Briefcase to fi t 7” tablets  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets
Inside dimensions: 19 x 15 x 1.2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21 x 16 x 1.5 cm
Weight: 0.06 kg
Fabric: waterproof nylon
Small front pocket.

Inside dimensions: 24.5 x 19 x 1 cm
Outside dimensions: 27 x 19.5 x 1.5 cm
Weight: 0.1 kg
Fabric: waterproof nylon.
Small front pocket.
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M aryland

MARYLAND is a line of briefcases to fi t 7’’, 8’’ and 
9.7’’ tablets equipped with the STAND FUNCTION 
which allows you to stand your tablet on ground. 
Thus positioned equipment enables you to com-
fortably watch fi lms and photos, but requires ad-
ditional securities.

The MARYLAND collection offers additional pro-
tection thanks to four buckles at the briefcase 
corners made of a hard plastic and balanced due 
to special rubbers built in the bottom.

Rubbers homogenously strained on a tablet so it 
always stays in the right place and prevents from 
destruction of casing corners.

Such a solution also enables fast putting a devi-
ce in or taking it out of the briefcase the inside of 
which is lined with soft and nice in touch velour. 
A front honeycomb like fabric makes the MARY-
LAND line look modern, available in three colour 
versions such as black, brown and grey.



 PTO7MB
       PTO8MB
PTO9MB

 PTO7MBR
       PTO8MBR
 PTO9MBR

 PTO7MG
       PTO8MG
 PTO9MG
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M aryland

M aryland

 Briefcase to fi t 7” tablet  Briefcase to fi t 8” tablets  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets

Outside dimensions:
20.5 x 14 x 2.5 cm
Colour versions:
black, grey, brown

Tablet bracing: four plastic 
buckles adjusted with a special 
elastic band sewn inside brief-
case. An additional elastic band 
protecting a briefcase against 
opening.  

Outside dimensions:
21.7 x 17.5 x 2.5 cm
Colour versions:
black, grey, brown

Tablet bracing: four plastic 
buckles adjusted with a special 
elastic band sewn inside brief-
case. An additional elastic band 
protecting a briefcase against 
opening.  

Outside dimensions:
25 x 20 x 2.5 cm
Colour versions:
black, grey, brown

Tablet bracing: four plastic buc-
kles adjusted with a special ela-
stic band sewn inside briefcase. 
An additional elastic band pro-
tecting a briefcase against ope-
ning.  
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Capacity: 7” 
Outside dimensions: 
19.7 x 12 x 1.5 cm
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.12 kg
Fabric: PU 

Capacity: 9.7” 
Outside dimensions: 
24.7 x 19 x 1.5 cm
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.224 kg
Fabric: PU 

Capacity: 10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.26 kg
Fabric: PU 

An inside adhesive strip provides a perfect fi t and protection for your tablet PC. A soft microfi ber lining keeps 
the screen clean. The case has an outer strap with an embossed logo. The stand function is a very convenient 
solution for everyday use.

 Tablet case 7”  Tablet case 9.7”  Tablet case 10.1” 

Utah Collection  

Utah Collection  

PTO7UG 
PTO97UG 
PTO10UG
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Capacity: 7” 
Outside dimensions: 
19.7 x 12 x 1.5 cm
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.12 kg
Fabric: PU 

Capacity: 9.7” 
Outside dimensions: 
24.7 x 19 x 1.5 cm
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.224 kg
Fabric: PU 

Capacity: 10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.26 kg
Fabric: PU 

An inside adhesive strip provides a perfect fi t and protection for your tablet PC. A soft microfi ber lining keeps 
the screen clean. The case has an outer strap with an embossed logo. The stand function is a very convenient 
solution for everyday use.

 Tablet case 7”  Tablet case 9.7”  Tablet case 10.1” 

Utah Collection  

Utah Collection  

PTO7UG 
PTO97UG 
PTO10UG

7”

new

new
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Tablet Cover With Keyboard 

Tablet Cover With Keyboard 

Outside dimensions: 22.7 x 13.8 x 3 cm
Max. size of the tablet: about 22 x 12 cm 
Color versions: black with black, 
red and white seam
Weight: 0.37 kg
Fabric: PU 

The high-quality product made of durable materials. The 
tablet case provides good protection for the device. The 
product allows you to use your tablet as a mini-laptop, with 
an additional feature which is the base case. Stand function, 
a very convenient solution for everyday use. Plastic pen and
mini /microUSB adapter are included.

 Tablet cover with keyboard 7”  

OCT7KBSR
OCT7KBSW

OCT7KBS
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Outside dimensions: 23 x 14 x 3.2 cm 
Max. size of the tablet: about 22 x 12cm 
Color versions: grey, orange, blue, 
white, black, red, green 
Weight: 0.37 kg
Fabric: PU

It is a high-quality product and has a keyboard and case made 
of durable materials. The tablet case provides good protec-
tion for the device. The product allows you to use your tablet as 
a mini-laptop, with an additional feature which is the base case. 
Stand function, a very convenient solution for everyday use.

 Tablet case with keyboard 7”  

Indiana Collection

Indiana Collection

OCT7KBIBL

OCT7KBIO

OCT7KBIG

OCT7KBIR

OCT7KBIW
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Outside dimensions: 23 x 14 x 3.2 cm 
Max. size of the tablet: about 22 x 12cm 
Color versions: grey, orange, blue, 
white, black, red, green 
Weight: 0.37 kg
Fabric: PU

It is a high-quality product and has a keyboard and case made 
of durable materials. The tablet case provides good protec-
tion for the device. The product allows you to use your tablet as 
a mini-laptop, with an additional feature which is the base case. 
Stand function, a very convenient solution for everyday use.

 Tablet case with keyboard 7”  

Indiana Collection

Indiana Collection

OCT7KBIBL

OCT7KBIO

OCT7KBIG

OCT7KBIR

OCT7KBIW

7”-10.1”

new

new
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Tablet Cover With Keyboard 

Tablet Cover With Keyboard 

Capacity: 7” 
Outside dimensions: 
Color version: black
Weight: 0.28 kg
Fabric: PU & eco leather

Capacity: 9.7” 
Outside dimensions: 
Color version: black
Weight: 0.52 kg
Fabric: PU & eco leather

Capacity: 10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
Color version: black
Weight: 0.54 kg
Fabric: PU & eco leather

The high-quality product made of durable materials and eco-leather. The tablet case provides good protection 
for the device. The product allows you to use your tablet as a mini-laptop, with an additional feature which is the 
base case. Plastic pen and mini / micro-USB adapter are included.

 Tablet cover 7”  Tablet cover 9.7”  Tablet cover 10.1” 

OCT7KB 
OCT97KB
OCT10KB 
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DUO is an intriguing series of double layer brief-
cases for 7’’, 8’’ and 9.7’’ tablets, available in sev-
eral colour versions such as brown and lemon, 
brown and black as well as black and blue. An 
attractive appearance is guaranteed by specifica-
tion, position and fabric texture.

The first inside layer is a dense foam resistant to 
mechanical damage. The second layer is a pecu-
liar rubber coating with small diamond-shaped 
openings. Due to these two layers, hence the 
name DUO, the briefcase provides perfect pro-
tection whereas colourful design and interesting 
texture of the outside layer add a futuristic note to 
this collection.

Resistance and reliability of the DUO collection 
briefcases are achieved thanks to a fabric used in 
production of professional sports clothing. How-
ever resistance and design are not all the assets 
of the collection. The DUO collection is equipped 
with the top quality zip protecting a device against 
outside and inside damages as well as a smaller 
front pocket which can hold necessary small ac-
cessories.

Such a briefcase can be placed in a sports bag, 
travel bag or handbag as well as used on its own 
as an independent cover comprising an interest-
ing accessory to match sports clothing or casual 
style.

Fun Collection

Duo



 PTO7DBRB
        PTO8DBRB
                PTO10DBRB

 PTO7DBRL
         PTO8DBRL
                 PTO10DBRL

 PTO7DBB
       PTO8DBB
 PTO10DBB
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Duo

Fun Collection

Fun Collection Duo

Outside dimensions: 22 x 14 cm
Colour versions: blue, brown and 
black, blue, brown and lime 
Weight: 0.19 kg
Fabric: double layer, foam, 
rubber coating

A small front pocket with a zipper.

Outside dimensions: 22.5 x 17.5 cm
Colour versions: blue, brown and 
black, blue, brown and lime
Weight: 0.21 kg
Fabric: double layer, foam, 
rubber coating

A small front pocket with a zipper.

Outside dimensions: 25 x 20 x 2.5 cm
Colour versions: blue, brown and 
black, blue, brown and lime
Weight: 0.23 kg
Fabric: double layer, foam, 
rubber coating

A small front pocket with a zipper.

 Briefcase to fit 7” tablet  Briefcase to fit 8” tablets  Briefcase to fit 9.7-10.1” tablets
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7”
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Elba Collection

Elba Collection

Notebook compartment: 41 x 30 x 7cm
Outside dimensions: 43 x 33 x 10 cm 
Weight: 1.37 kg 
Fabric: Nylon & PU 

Double metal zippers, soft high quality, damage resistant 
material provides excellent protection for equipment from 
mechanical damages.

 Tablet sleeve 7” 

PTO7FEB

PTO7FEBL

PTO7FEG

PTO7FER

9.7”-10.1”

new

new
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Alaba m a Collection

Alaba m a Collection

Inside dimensions:  27 x 20 x 1 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 22 x 1 cm
Color versions: black, red, orange, 
green, blue
Weight: 0.11 kg
Fabric: PU

Made from the best quality moisture-resistant materials. The 
spacious main compartment is divided into two inner pockets. 
The sleeve also has two outer pockets with velcro fasteners, 
one outer zipper pocket and a convenient wrist strap. 

 Tablet sleeve to fi t up to 9.7”-10.1”

PTO10AB

PTO10AO

PTO10AG

PTO10ABL

PTO10ARE
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9.7”-10.1”

new

new
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Alaba m a Collection

Alaba m a Collection

Inside dimensions:  27 x 20 x 1 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 22 x 1 cm
Color versions: black, red, orange, 
green, blue
Weight: 0.11 kg
Fabric: PU

Made from the best quality moisture-resistant materials. The 
spacious main compartment is divided into two inner pockets. 
The sleeve also has two outer pockets with velcro fasteners, 
one outer zipper pocket and a convenient wrist strap. 

 Tablet sleeve to fi t up to 9.7”-10.1”

PTO10AB

PTO10AO

PTO10AG

PTO10ABL

PTO10ARE



Fun Collection

K arolina Silver

The KAROLINA SILVER briefcase is a design 
which will definitely make you distinguishable 
and protect your tablet in all circumstances.

The outside waterproof casing of the Silver model 
is equipped with air-pad pockets ensuring per-
fect protection against moisture, rain, during 
travel or everyday use. Easy access and the best 
protection are provided by a zipper.

This universal briefcase fits all tablet brands 
ranging from 7’’ to 10.1’’, can be distinguished by 
its original pattern to go with technology progress 
and stylistics of the world’s tablet producers.

Thanks to small weight and compact shapes, the 
KAROLINA collection covers prove useful during 
time-consuming travels and local trips.



PTO7KS
PTO10KS
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Fun Collection

Fun Collection

K arolina Silver

K arolina Silver

Inside dimensions: 19 x 12.5 x 2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.1 kg
Fabric: neoprene, air-pad foam
Outside part: reinforced air-pad fabric

Inside dimensions: 27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 21 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: neoprene, air-pad foam
Outside part: reinforced air pad fabric

 Briefcase to fit 7” tablets  Briefcase to fit 9.7-10.1” tablets



Fun Collection

Just like the former model of this collection, the 
KAROLINA ORANGE briefcase guarantees the 
best protection of a tablet and exceptional design.
The inside layer is coated with special certified 
3D foam of flexible bubble like texture. Profiled, 
hydrophobic outside coating protects from mois-
ture and getting dirty.

The layers joined together comprise a very solid 
and resistant structure which ensures maximum 
security during carriage, everyday use and even 
a fall.

The KAROLINA ORANGE briefcase is designed 
for those who value uniqueness, modern style 
and comfort as well as those who appreciate 
functionality and security of equipment and ac-
cessories above all.

K arolina Or ange
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PTO10KO
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Fun Collection

Fun Collection

K arolina Or ange

K arolina Or ange

Inside dimensions: 19 x 12.5 x 2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.1 kg
Fabric: neoprene, air-pad
Outside part: reinforced air-pad fabric

Inside dimensions: 27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 21 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: neoprene, air-pad foam
Outside part: reinforced air-pad fabric

 Briefcase to fit 7” tablets  Briefcase to fit 9.7-10.1” tablets



KAROLINA PINK is a notebook case as original 
as two former models of this collection. The at-
tractive, vivid pink surface perfectly goes with 
the calm and gentle grey inside coating. Flexible 
foam ensures water resistance and is additionally 
decorated with original subtle imprints.

The inside layer is coated with a gentle protective 
fabric which protects a stored electronic device 
against damage.

Easy access to a tablet is ensured by a well-
moulded zipper which also accounts for the do-
main of other KAROLINA collection models.

The PINK model is an excellent product for those 
who value unusual design and at the same time 
appreciate practical solutions providing a user 
with security and comfort.

Fun Collection

K arolina Pink
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Fun Collection

Fun Collection

K arolina Pink

K arolina Pink

Inside dimensions: 19 x 12.5 x 2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.1 kg
Fabric: flexible foam

Inside dimensions: 27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 21 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: flexible foam

 Briefcase to fit 7” tablets  Briefcase to fit 9.7-10.1” tablets



Fun Collection

BAHAMA DOTS is a model which perfectly dis-
plays philosophy of the FUN collection. Freestyle 
design, colour abundance and a unique shape 
make the BAHAMA DOTS collection appealing to 
young and cheerful people who have an optimistic 
attitude to the world and technologies.

This case proves to be a manifestation of enthusi-
asm as well as incredibly light and exceptionally 
resistant protective case.

The whole made of a high quality polyester fabric, 
soft in touch, reinforced with inside foam. This, in 
combination with vivid design makes BAHAMA 
DOTS an original accessory to go with non-stand-
ard outfit.

Baha m a Dots
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Fun Collection

Fun Collection

Baha m a Dots

Baha m a Dots

Inside dimensions: 19 x 12.5 x 2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.1 kg
Fabric: polyester

Inside dimensions: 27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions of briefcase: 29 x 21 x 2 cm
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: polyester

 Briefcase to fit 7” tablets  Briefcase to fit 9.7-10.1” tablets



Fun Collection

This magnificent BAHAMA briefcase attracts, 
intrigues and definitely distinguishes its owner 
among others.

BAHAMA is a nice-in-touch and reliably made 
product, which due to an additional thickened 
foam cushions and protects electronic equipment 
from mechanical damages.

As it is an exceptional and resistant BAHAMA col-
lection product, it can be distinguished by high 
water resistance, available in two colour ver-
sions, that is, blue and purple.

Solidly performed stitching, moulded zipper and 
rounded corners account for the advantages 
which can be tested soon by fans of non-standard 
style and joy.

Baha m a
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Fun Collection

Fun Collection

Baha m a

Baha m a

Inside dimensions: 19 x 12.5 x 2 cm
Outside dimensions: 21.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm
Colour versions: blue, purple
Weight: 0.09 kg
Fabric: polyester

Inside dimensions: 27 x 20 x 1.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 29 x 21 x 2 cm
Colour versions: blue, purple
Weight: 0.15 kg
Fabric: polyester

 Briefcase to fit 7” tablets  Briefcase to fit 9.7-10.1” tablets
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M anila Collection 

M anila Collection

Capacity: 7”-7.85” 
Outside dimensions: 
20 x 14.2 x 2.5 cm
The max. size of the device 
200 x 135 mm 
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.2 kg 
Fabric: PU, anti-slip

Capacity: 9.7”-10.1”
Outside dimensions: 
25 x 19.1 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device 
258 x 175 mm 
Color version: brown
Weight: 0.27 kg 
Fabric: PU, anti-slip

Interesting and original design - cross 
strap with ethnic. Four inside plastic 
corners adjust to your device using sewn 
elastic bands. Handles adjust to any type 
of casing. Anti-slip material gives good 
protection. Stand function, very convenient 
solution for everyday use.

 Tablet cover 7”-7.85”  Tablet cover 9.7”-10.1”   

PTO78MG

PTO10MBR 
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7”-10.1”

new

new
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M anila Collection 

M anila Collection

Capacity: 7”-7.85” 
Outside dimensions: 
20 x 14.2 x 2.5 cm
The max. size of the device 
200 x 135 mm 
Color version: grey
Weight: 0.2 kg 
Fabric: PU, anti-slip

Capacity: 9.7”-10.1”
Outside dimensions: 
25 x 19.1 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device 
258 x 175 mm 
Color version: brown
Weight: 0.27 kg 
Fabric: PU, anti-slip

Interesting and original design - cross 
strap with ethnic. Four inside plastic 
corners adjust to your device using sewn 
elastic bands. Handles adjust to any type 
of casing. Anti-slip material gives good 
protection. Stand function, very convenient 
solution for everyday use.

 Tablet cover 7”-7.85”  Tablet cover 9.7”-10.1”   

PTO78MG

PTO10MBR 

7”-10.1”

new

new
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Osak a Collection

Osak a Collection 

Capacity:  7”-7.85” 
Outside dimensions: 
20.7 x 19.5 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device 
200 x 135 mm 
Color versions: black, red
Weight: 0.2 kg 
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Capacity: 9.7”-10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
26 x 14.5 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device: 
258 x 175 mm 
Color versions: black, red
Weight: 0.27 kg 
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Effective magnetic clasp fastener and  
anti-slip material provide excellent 
protection. Four inside plastic cor-
ners adjust to your device using sewn 
elastic bands Handles adjust to any 
type of casing. Has a very convenient 
stand function for everyday use.

 Tablet cover 7”-7.85”  Tablet cover 9.7”-10.1”

PTO10OSR  
PTO10OSB

PTO78OSR  
PTO78OSB
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       PTO78HKB       
PTO10HKB

    PTO78HKR       
               PTO10HKR

    PTO78HKG       
               PTO10HKG
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Hong Kong Collection

Hong Kong Collection

The STAND FUNCTION. Four inside plastic corners 
adjusted with sewn in elastic bands. Handles adjust 
to any type of casing.

Outside dimensions: 20 x 13.5 cm
Colour versions: blue, green, red
Fabric: PU, anti-slip surface

The STAND FUNCTION. Four inside plastic corners 
adjusted with sewn in elastic bands. Handles adjust 
to any type of casing.

Outside dimensions: 25.8 x 17.5 cm
Colour versions: blue, green, red
Fabric: PU, anti-slip surface.

 Briefcase to fi t up to 7.85” tablets  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets
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       PTO78SYB       
PTO10SYB

    PTO78SYG          
               PTO10SYG

       PTO78SYR       
PTO10SYR
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Hong Kong Collection Sydney Collection

Sydney Collection

The STAND FUNCTION. Four inside plastic corners 
adjusted with sewn in elastic bands. Handles adjust 
to any type of casing.

Outside dimensions: 20 x 13.5 cm
Colour versions: black, grey, red
Fabric: PU, anti-slip surface

The STAND FUNCTION. Four inside plastic corners 
adjusted with sewn in elastic bands. Handles adjust 
to any type of casing.

Outside dimensions: 25.8 x 17.5 cm
Colour versions: black, grey, red
Fabric: PU, anti-slip surface.

 Briefcase to fi t up to 7.85” tablets  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets
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Seoul Collection

Seoul Collection

Capacity: 7”-7.85” 
Outside dimensions: 
21 x 14 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device:
200 x 135 mm 
Color versions: brown, red, grey
Weight: 0.27 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Capacity: 9.7”-10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
26 x 18.5 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device: 
258 x 175 mm 
Color versions: brown, blue
Weight: 0.4 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Excellent quality combined with a fashion-
able and interesting design of three verti-
cal stripes. It is a two-sided sleeve, can be 
used from both sides. Four inside plastic 
corners adjust to your device using sewn 
elastic bands. Stand function, very con-
venient solution for everyday use.

 Tablet cover 7”-7.85”   Tablet cover 9.7”-10.1”

PTO78SER    

PTO10SEBL

PTO78SEBR
PTO10SEBR    

PTO78SEG
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Seoul Collection

Seoul Collection

Capacity: 7”-7.85” 
Outside dimensions: 
21 x 14 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device:
200 x 135 mm 
Color versions: brown, red, grey
Weight: 0.27 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Capacity: 9.7”-10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
26 x 18.5 x 2.5 cm 
The max. size of the device: 
258 x 175 mm 
Color versions: brown, blue
Weight: 0.4 kg
Fabric: PU, anti-slip 

Excellent quality combined with a fashion-
able and interesting design of three verti-
cal stripes. It is a two-sided sleeve, can be 
used from both sides. Four inside plastic 
corners adjust to your device using sewn 
elastic bands. Stand function, very con-
venient solution for everyday use.

 Tablet cover 7”-7.85”   Tablet cover 9.7”-10.1”

PTO78SER    

PTO10SEBL

PTO78SEBR
PTO10SEBR    

PTO78SEG

7”-10,1”

new

new
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Tok yo Collection

Tok yo Collection

Capacity: 7”-7.85” 
Outside dimensions: 
26 x 19 x 2.4 cm
The max. size of the device: 
200 x 135 mm
Color versions: black, brown 
Weight: 0.2 kg
Fabric: PU & eco leather

Capacity: 9.7”-10.1” 
Outside dimensions: 
20.5 x 14 x 2.2 cm
The max. size of the device: 
258 x 175 mm 
Color versions: black, brown
Weight: 0.4 kg
Fabric: PU & eco leather

Eco leather, very elegant and solid.  
Four inside plastic corners adjust 
to your device using sewn elastic 
bands. Handles adjust to any type 
of casing. Stand function, very con-
venient solution for everyday use.

 Tablet cover 7”-7.85”  Tablet cover 9.7”-10.1”

PTO78TOB  
PTO78TOBR

PTO10TOB   
PTO10TOBR  
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       PTO78SIB      
PTO10SIB

       PTO78SIP      
PTO10SIP
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Singapore Collection

Singapore Collection

The STAND FUNCTION. Four inside plastic corners 
adjusted with sewn in elastic bands. Handles adjust 
to any type of casing.

Outside dimensions: 20 x 13.5 cm
Colour versions: black, pink
Fabric: PU, anti-slip surface

The STAND FUNCTION. Four inside plastic corners 
adjusted with sewn in elastic bands. Handles adjust 
to any type of casing.

Outside dimensions: 25.8 x 17.5 cm
Colour versions: black, pink
Fabric: PU, anti-slip surface.

 Briefcase to fi t up to 7.85” tablets  Briefcase to fi t 9.7-10.1” tablets
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Georgia Collection

Inside dimensions: 20 x 13 x 2.5 cm
Outside dimensions: 19.7 x 11.7 x 1.2 cm
Color versions: black, brown, red
Weight: 0.21 kg
Fabric: PU & Eco leather

Carefully constructed from durable product materials. It has 
a magnetic clip closure on the fl ap and provides a good protec-
tion for tablet. Case is made of eco-leather. Stand function, very 
convenient solution for everyday use.

 Tablet case 7” 

Georgia Collection

OCT7GSB

OCT7GSR

OCT7GSBR
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PTO10N

PTO10NE

PTO10BG
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Arizona

Nevada

Bogota

Nebr ask a

Outside dimensions: 
25 x 19 x 1.2 cm
Colour versions: black
Weight: 0.19 kg
Fabric: blended fabric

Outside dimensions: 
28 x 26 x 3 cm
Inside dimensions: 
26.5 x 18.5 x 3-5 cm
Colour versions: black
Weight: 0.2 kg
Fabric: neopran

Inside dimensions: 
27.5 x 19 x 2 cm
Colour versions: gray
Weight: 0.23 kg
Fabric: memory foam

Outside dimensions: 
30.5 x 25 x 5.3 cm
Inside dimensions: 
28.5 x 22 x 4.5 cm
Colour versions: gray
Weight: 0.37 kg
Fabric: nylon

  Briefcase 
to fit 9.7” tablets

  Briefcase 
to fit 10.2” tablets

  Briefcase 
to fit 10.2” tablets   Briefcase 

to fit 10.1” tablets


